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Conventional testing techniques often fal/ to be effective for CMOS combinational cirsince most of their switch-/eve! faults cannot be detected by stuck-at-fault testing. The alternative is to design fortestability The design techniques,presented here
forfuly testable CMOS combinational circuits use a three-pattern test scheme to detect
both stuck-open and7stuck-on switch-/eve/faults. The circuitls implemented with speca/lly designed gates that have no undetectable stuck-on faults. An inverting bufferis
inserted between logic gates, and two FETsare added to each logic gate to make ittestable for stuck-on faults.
cuits,

MOS circuits

tain

unique

possess

cer-

failure modes

that cannot be detected by
a stuck-at-fault test set.
These failure modes are
better modeled at the transistor circuit
or the switch level as FET stuck-open
faults and FET stuck-on faults.'
A stuck-open fault causes an FET to
remain nonconducting irrespective of
the voltage applied at the FET gate ter*NOw at LSI Logic Corp.
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minal. A sequence of two consecutive
can guarantee detection, but
these tests can potentially be invalidated
by stray circuit delays.2"
The algorithm to generate valid robust
two-pattern tests is computationally
complex. Indeed, a switch-level, stuckopen-fault automatic test pattern generator may require an order of magnitude
more CPU time to generate tests than a
gate-level, stuck-at-faultATPG. Moreover,thecoveragefor stuck-open faults
is only up to 70% on large ICs.4
patterns

0740-7475/87/0800-42$1 00 19871EEE

A stuck-on fault, on the other hand,
FET to remain conducting
irrespective of the voltage level at the
FET gate terminal. Stuck-on faults create
a different testing problem because
causes an

of them are undetectable.
The test pattern for a stuck-on fault
always creates a short between VDD
and ground within the faulty logic gate.
Hence, the faulty gate output takes on
an intermediate voltage that lies
between 0 and 5V. This intermediate
voltage may be incorrectly recognized
many
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by the fanout of the faulty gate as iden- TESTABLE DESICN
tical to the fault-free gate output. The TENNIQUES
result is that the stuck-on fault is not
A CMOS combinational circuit condetected.'
sists of various types of logic gates: primThese undetectable faults are difficult itive gates, such as inverter, NAND, and
to identify and should be removed from NOR, and complex gates, such as AOI
the fault list. The presence of undetec- and OAI. Most logic gates have the foltable stuck-on faults in a CMOS VLSI cir- lowing properties:
cuit will substantially slow down
1. Each logic gate input is conswitch-level ATPG and fault simulation
nected to the transistor gate terprograms.6
minals of both a PFET and an
Because testing for switch-level faults
NFET.
in static CMOS circuits is so difficult, a
2. The pull-up network provides
number of design for testability techconduction paths for all input
niques have been proposed to offer circombinations for which the outcuit structures with better switch-level
put node is 1, and the pulldown
testability. Several researchers have pronetwork provides conduction
posed testable design methods to facilipaths for all input combinations
tate the detection of stuck-open
for which the output node is 0.
faults,378 for example, but DFT for We call these gates fully complemenstuck-on faults is not addressed.
tary MOS, or FCMOS, gates.
Zasio describes a layout method for
The logic gate in Figure la is an
gate-array chips9 in which any stuck- FCMOS gate. Gates that are not FCMOS
open fault is forced to appear as a stuck- gates are often used as I/O buffers and
at fault. However, this method cannot in buses. An example is shown in Figure
be generalized for application to cus- 1b.
tom VLSI circuits.
Brzozowski describes a testable gate STUCK-OPEN FAULTS
design method for both stuck-open and
Detecting a stuck-open fault in an
stuck-on faults,10 but it cannot be easily FCMOS gate requires two patterns. The
extended to a combinational circuit first pattern, or initializing input, is
consisting of interconnections of testa- applied to charge or discharge the gate
ble gates. Malaiya and Su have pro- output. The second pattern, or test
posed a current monitoring technique input, is applied to change the value of
to detect stuck-on faults,"1 but this the output node through the faulty FET.
technique slows down functional test This two-pattern test must be robust;
substantially and prohibits the use of that is, stray circuit delays must not
dynamic circuit structures that draw affect the validity of the test.
steady-state current.
The output node of an FCMOS gate
The methods we describe in this arti- can be initialized to 0 if all its inputs are
cle are DFT techniques for CMOS cir- set to 1; the output node can be initialcuit design-one for stuck-open faults izedto I if allthe inputsaresetto O. We
and one for stuck-on faults. The two can can infer then that an all-1 or an all-0 patbe combined to design fully testable tern will initialize an FCMOS gate forthe
combinational circuits whose switch- detection of stuck-open faults. Thissimlevel faults can be detected with pat- plified two-pattern test is easier to use
terns generated by a gate-level, stuck-at- than other two-pattern tests for
fault ATPG.
initializing.
Our methods require the insertion of
Sometimes, both variable x and its
an inverting buffer after every non- complement x' are inputs to an FCMOS
primary output logic gate and the addi- gate, so they must be assigned the same
tion of two FETs to each logic gate. The logic value during initializing. Normally,
result is a circuit with no undetectable this is not possible unless both are pristuck-on faults and easily detectable mary inputs. However, such an input
stuck-open faults.
condition can be established in a testaAugust 1987

ble combinational circuit, as we will
describe later.

Example I
The derivation of simplified twopattern tests for FCMOS gates is best
seen in terms of actual examples. In the
first example, we will find the simplified
two-pattern test for the stuck-open fault
in FET P2 (Figure 1).
To detect the stuck-open fault, the
initializing (Ti) input pattern hastodischarge the output node Z to 0. The test
(T2) input pattern then tries to charige
the value of node Z through FET P2.
Only one T2 pattern is possible, but
there can be several different Ti patterns. If the two-pattern test (T1=1 0 0

Zs
N2

A]

Ni

N3

(a)

Iqd

-1
C

---<4

P1

P2
z

E N2

c

-

Ni

(b)
Figure 1. An FCMOS gate (a) and a nonFCMOS gate (b).
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and T2=0 0 1) is applied, it may be
invalidated because of the timing skews
T
from multiple input changes.2 To
ensure the robustness of the test, we
P5 CC P7 CI P9
ACI
may have to use a two-pattern test
(Tl=O 1 1 and T2=0 0 1) in which only
B CIP2 A'I
P6 D P8
one input makes a transition.
However, if the simplified two-pattern
z
testing scheme is used, the patterns
listed in Table 1 can be applied to the
B
N2
A
i
logic gate under test. Since the faulty
A'
N4
FET is in the pull-up network, the T1
B'-j N3
input is the all-i pattern, which initializes the output node to 0.
A'
N6
c' N5
This two-pattern test contains two
N8
input (A and B) changes. While changpath
conduction
a
A
to
0,
B
and
ing both
D
N1O
C-d N9
between VDD and output node Z is
(a)
established to provoke the fault. Since
the order of these two input transitions
will not affect test validity, the simplified
two-pattern test is also a robust test.
A A' B B'C C' D D' Z Zt
The simplified test is easier to derive
than other robust tests. The Ti input of
Ti 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
a simplified two-pattern test is deterT2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
mined by the location of the faulty FET
within an FCMOS gate, not by the num(b)
z* = Faulty output.
ber of inputs making a transition. It is an
all-1 pattern, if the stuck-open fault is in
the pull-up network; it is an all-0 pattern,
if the stuck-open fauIt is in the puIIdown Figure 2. The FCMOS gate for Example 2: circuit diagram (a) and a robust, twopattern test (b).
network.

P1 B'C P3C'CI

D'I PliO

P4A'I

CILN7

Example 2
In the second example, we will find a
robust two-pattern test for a stuck-open
FET P5 (see Figure 2a). This example will
demonstrate that because of stray circuit delays no robust two-pattern test
exists for the P5 stuck-open fault.3
However, if every input variable and its
complement can beset to 1 at the same
time, a robust two-pattern test can be
fou nd.

Table 1. A robust test for P2 stuck-open
faults.
Test

No.

T,
T2

A

B

Z

Z*

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

Z* = Faulty output.
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A simplified two-pattern test (Figure
2b), verified by SPICE simulation, can
detect the stuck-open fault in FET P5
under stray delay conditions. This test
contains four inputtransitions. Inputs B
and D changing values have no effect
on output node Z. Inputs A' and C'
changing values provoke the fault.
Although this test involves multiple
input transitions, its robustness holds in
the presence of stray delays. Four
inputs-A, B', C, D'-do not change in
this two-pattern test. These inputs block
all the conduction paths between VDD
and Z, except for the path consisting of
FET P5 and P6. Therefore, Z cannot be
accidentally charged to 1 before the T2
input is applied to the circuit.
The simplified two-pattern testing
scheme has proved to be robust in
detecting stuck-open faults.12 We can

p

make the following statement about its
results:

If an FCMOS gate implementation of a
Boolean function is not redundant,
then for each of its FET stuck-open
faults, there exists a simplified twopattern test that cannot be invalidated
by stray circuit delays.
To apply simplified patterns to an
embedded FCMOS gate, the combinational circuit must be implemented as
shown in Figure 3. In this figure, an
inverting buffer is added to every
FCMOS gate that drives any other
FCMOS gate(s).
If all the primary input literals (x and
x') are set to 0, then all FCMOS gate
inputs are initialized to 0; if all the pri-

mary inputs are setto 1, then all FCMOS
gate inputs are initialized to 1.14 There-
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fore, in this circuit structure, it is straightforward to generate the initializing input
for simplified two-pattern testing of any
embedded FCMOS gate.
We assume that the primary inputs of
the combinational circuit are either
directly connected to the chip's input

pins or are driven by scan-path bistable
elements. If they are controllable by
input pins, it is easy to set both literals
(x and x') to the same logic value. If they
are controlled by scan-path bistables, a
modified bistable element"2 can set
both x and x' to the same logic value.

A
z

D

110 Inverting buffer

Li} FCMOS gate

Figure 3. Block diagram of a testable circuit.

VDD

D

z

z

STUCK-ON FAULTS
The following definitions describe a
logic gate structure in which every
stuck-on fault in the pull-up and the
pulidown networks is detectable. This
gate structure is similar to the structure
described by Reddy et al.3 However,
the authors propose the structure to
solve the stuck-open-fault testing problem. We use this structure to deal with
the stuck-on-fault testing problem.
A stuck-on-fault testable (SOFT) gate
is constructed by adding two FETs
(blocking FETs) and two input lines to an
FCMOS gate, as shown in Figure 4a. FET
Pb connects VDD to the pull-up network
and FET Nb connects ground to the
pulldown network. Input line Cp' controls FET Pb, and input line Cn controls
FET Nb.
The input lines to the pull-up and pulldown network of a SOFT gate are called
functional inputs. Input lines Cp and
Cn of a SOFT gate are called control
inputs. During normal operation, control input Cp is set to 0 and Cn is set
to 1.
With the addition of blocking FETs,
every stuck-on fault in the pulidown and
pull-up network of a SOFT gate can be
detected by a pair of test patterns.
(Stuck-on faults in blocking FETs require
a special testing technique, which we
will discuss later.) First, an input pattern
is applied to the SOFT gate to provoke
the stuck-on fault and propagate its
faulty effect (an intermediate voltage
level) to the output node.
Second, an input pattern is applied to
deactivate one of the blocking FETs,
which breaks the short between VDD
and ground. The output node will then
be charged or discharged to a faulty
value through the stuck-on FET, and the
fault is thus detected.

Example 3

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Block diagram of a gate testable for stuck-on faults (a) and an example
(b).
August 1987

In the third example, we will find a
pair of test patterns for the stuck-on fault
in FET N2 (Figure 4b). The following
input patterns will detect this fault:

{(Cp, Cn, A, B, C, D)}

-

{(0,1,1,0,1,0), (1,1,1,0,1,0)}
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The first input pattern creates a short
in the faulty SOFT gate but not in the
fault-free gate, and sets the output node
to an intermediate voltage level (x). The
second pattern turns FET Pb off and discharges the faulty gate output to 0.
However, because the fault-free gate
output node is at a high-impedance
state and will remain at 1, the stuck-on
fault is detected.
A combinational circuit can be constructed by interconnecting SOFT gates,
but this is a problem when the test is for
stuck-on faults. Assume, for example,
that a stuck-on fault exists in the pulldown network of SOFT gate A in Figure
5. If we apply a pair of test patterns to
this logic gate, output node U will
change from x (an intermediate voltage)
to 0 because the second pattern will set
Cp' to 1.
The transition at node U (x-to-0) cannot change the logic value at output
node V, however, because the pull-up
network of SOFT gate B is also disconnected from VDD. Therefore, the faulty
effect in gate A will not be propagated
through gate B to an observable output.
An obvious solution to this error
propagation problem is to use two sets

Gate A
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of Cp' and Cn signals to control SOFT
gates in an alternating fashion. However, this solution increases wiring complexity and complicates the control
circuitry.
A better solution is to add inverting
buffers, without blocking FETs, between
SOFT gates so that the combinational
circuit has the structure in Figure 3
except that SOFT gates replace FCMOS
gates. Gate B will then receive an input
transition from x-to-1 instead of x-to-O.
When the second input pattern is
applied to the circuit undertest, control
input Cn is set to 1 so that every pulldown network is connected to ground.
An x-to-1 transition at the input of gate
B can propagate to its output.
A FULLY

TESTABLE CIRCUIT
On the basis of what we have
presented, we can define a fully testable
combinational circuit as follows:
A fully testable combinational circuit is
a multilevel combinational circuit that
consists of SOFT gates and inverting
buffers. An inverting buffer is placed at
the output of every SOFT gate that
drives any other SOFT gate(s).

Gate B

Figure 5. A cascade of SOFT gates; the asterisk represents a stuck-on fault.
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This design resembles the CMOSdomino logic design, in which inverting
buffers are added between logic
gates. 13
We examined two combinational circuits from LSI Logic's cell library to
evaluate the impact of the proposed
design technique on circuit area and
speed: an 8-to-1 multiplexer (MUX81 H)
and a four-bit adder (FA4).'5 The average area overhead was approximately
25%-a worst case estimate because no
attempt was made to reduce the overhead by sharing blocking FETs or by

minimizing device sizes.

Using SPICE simulations with
parameters from Stanford University's
Center for Integrated Systems CMOS
process, the performance impact of the
two circuits was determined. The average critical path delay of the two testable designs increased by 15%.
By substituting FCMOS gates for SOFT
gates, area overhead was reduced to less
than 8%, and the increase in critical
path delays was negligible, since inverting buffers improve the drive capability
of each FCMOS gate. This substitution
in the fully testable design is advantageous in certain CMOS IC processes if
stuck-open faults are more likely to
occur than stuck-on faults.

THREE-PATTERN TESTING

Test patterns for a stuck-open fault
and a stuck-on fault can be combined
so that all testing can be done by a
sequence of three test patterns. These
three-pattern tests can be derived from
a gate-level, stuck-at fault ATPG.
Test patterns for detecting switch-level
faults in a SOFT gate are shown in Table
2. In this table, Ta and Tb are input patterns for provoking the stuck-on faults in
the SOFT gate; Tc and Td are input patterns for detecting stuck-open faults.
For stuck-on fault patterns, the second
input pattern is identical to the first input
pattern except for the control inputs.
The second pattern must turn off one of
the blocking FETs to break the short in
the faulty logic gate.
The location of the stuck-on fault
within the SOFT gate determines the
input pattern for control inputs. For
IEEE DESIGN & TEST

example, if a stuck-on fault is in the pulldown network, the second pattern must
set input Cp' to 1 to isolate the pull-up
network from VDD.
For stuck-open fault patterns, the
initializing input pattern is similarly
determined by the location of the fault
within a SOFT gate. For example, if the
stuck-open fault is in the pulldown network, an all-0 pattern is used for the
functional inputs to charge output node
Z.

Another important concept in the
three-pattern test is the duality within a
SOFT gate. If the transistor-gate terminals of PFET Pi and NFET N, are controlled by the same input line (i) of a
SOFT gate, FET Pi is called the dual FET
of N, and vice versa.
Within a SOFT gate, if PFET Pi has a
stuck-open fault, its dual fault is defined
as a stuck-on fault in its dual FET N,;
similarly, the dual fault of a stuck-on
PFET Pi is defined as a stuck-open fault
in the dual FET N,.

Work by Chiang and Vranesic"6 has
produced the following result:
For an FCMOS gate, the test input pattern for a stuck-open fault will detect a
stuck-on fault in its dual FET if that
stuck-on fault is detectable.

Since every stuck-on fault in a SOFT
gate is detectable, this result can be used
to combine the test set for stuck-open
faults with that for stuck-on faults. The
following result is obtained:
In a SOFT gate, every stuck-open fault
and its dual stuck-on fault can be tested
with a three-pattern test. The TI pattern
initializes the SOFTgate, the T2 pattern
detects the stuck-open fault, and the T3
pattern detects the stuck-on fault.
A three-pattern test for a SOFT gate
is shown in Table 3. TA and TB are test
input patterns for stuck-open faults. The
first two patterns (Ti and T2) will detect
a stuck-open fault, and the last two patterns (T2 and T3) will detect the dual
stuck-on fault. Only the T2 pattern
needs to be generated; the Ti and T3

Table 2. Summary of test patterns for a SOFT gate.
Fault in the
Test Type
PD-network
Stuck-on
Fault

c'0
1

Cn
1
1

Cn

Ta
Ta

Fault in the
PU-network

Z Z*
x
1
1* 0

C'
0
0

Cn

Z

CP0

flC1

1
0

Tb
Tb

P
0

1

all-0 1

Z
1
1*

Figure 6 shows two different representations of a SOFT gate. Note that the
blocking FETs of a SOFT gate are omitted when the equivalent gate-level representation is derived. If input line A is

stuck-at-0, this input value will force FET
N 1 to be permanently open and FET P1
to be permanently closed.
Consequently, each stuck-at fault on
an input line in Figure 6b corresponds
to two switch-level faults in Figure 6aand thus, the test patterns for a stuck-at

z
A.-

Z
0
0*

Z*

x

1

Z Z
0
all-i 01 0*
0
1
Tc
0
0
1
Td
.I
I - SOFT gate inputs; Z*= faulty output; 0* = high-impedance 0; PU-network= Pull-up
network; Z= fault-free output; x= intermediate voltage; 1 *= high-impedance 1; and PDnetwork= Pull down network.

Stuck-open
Fault

patterns are then easily determined. In
fact, the T2 pattern can be generated by
a gate-level, stuck-at-fault ATPG.
To facilitate test generation, a CMOS
logic gate can be represented either at
the switch level or at the logic gate level.

(a)

A

B
+

C

Table 3. Three-pattern tests for a SOFT gate.
PU-network
Stuck-open
PD-network
Stuck-on
Tl
T2
T3

August 1987

Cp

Cn

0
0

1
1
1

1

I

all-i
TA
TA

0 0
1 0*
1 0

(b)

Stuck-on
Stuck-open
Cp

Cn

I

0
0
0

1
1
0

all-0
TB
TB

Z
1 1
0 1*
0 1

Figure 6. Switch-level representation of
a SOFT gate (a), in which Ni is stuckopen and P1 is stuck-on, and a gatelevel representation (b), in which input
A is stuck-at-0.
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fault correspond to the patterns for two
switch-level faults.
This correspondence can be stated as
fol lows:17

For a SOFT gate, the test pattern that
detects an input line i stuck-at fault is a
T2 pattern for the switch-level faults in
the FETs associated with line i.
Using this result, we can use a gate-level,
stuck-at-fault ATPG to generate T2 test
patterns for switch-level faults in a SOFT
gate. The use of a gate-level ATPG
greatly speeds up the process of test
generation for CMOS circuits.

-w

Nib

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Test schemes for additional
circuitry: inverting buffers (a) and
blocking FETs (b).
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TE5TS FOR
ADDED CIRCUITRY

The additional test circuitry for a fully
testable combinational circuit consists
of inverting buffers and blocking FETs.
This circuitry must be checked before
three-pattern tests can be used to detect
switch-level faults in the remaining functional circuitry. Detecting stuck-open
faults in the additional circuitry is
straightforward and requires no additional test generation.
Detecting stuck-on faults, on the
other hand, is very difficult with only
functionai test patterns. A testing
scheme that uses a supply current monitor is recommended because it does
not require test generation.
Interestingly, no additional test patterns are necessary to detect stuck-open
faults in an inverting buffer. When a simplified two-pattern test is applied to a
SOFT gate (Figure 7a) to detect a stuckopen fault in the pulidown network,
node U is first charged to 1 and then discharged to 0. This 1-to-O transition at
node U is sufficient to detect FET Pib
stuck-open.
Similarly, a simplified two-pattern test
for a stuck-open fault in the pull-up network will simultaneously detect the
stuck-open fault in FET Nib. Therefore,
stuck-open faults in inverting buffers will
not add complexity to test generation.
A stuck-open fault in the blocking FET
Nb (Figure 7a) is equivalent to a stuckopen fault in the pulidown network.
Because input Cn must be set to 1 and
a conduction path must be established
in the pulldown networkto provoke the
stuck-open fault in Nb, this input pattern can also detect any stuck-open fault
in the conduction path. Therefore, if we
generate a complete test for every stuckopen fault in the pulidown network, this
test set will simultaneously detect the
stuck-open fault in FET Nb. Similarly, a
stuck-open fault in FET Pb is equivalent
to a stuck-open fault in the pull-up network.
The scheme fortesting stuck-on faults
in an inverting buffer is shown in Figure
7a. If FET Nib is stuck-on, we need to
produce a 0 at inverting buffer input
node U so that this faulty inverter will

1

draw a large supply current for detection by the current monitor.
Node U can easily be set to 0 by
applying an all-i pattern at the primary
inputs of the circuit under test. The
NFET stuck-on fault in every inverting
buffer can be tested at the same time by
setting control input Cn to 1, Cp' to 0,
and every functional primary input to 1.
The PFET stuck-on fault in every inverting buffer can be similarly tested.
We can extend this currentmonitoring scheme to detect a stuck-on
fault in blocking FETs, as shown in Figure 7b. Assume that two sets of power
and ground lines are used: one for the
SOFT gates and the other for the inverting buffers. If FET Pb is stuck-on, we
apply a primary input pattern that sets
Cn to 1, Cp to 0, and the remaining
functional inputstoO. Node U issetto 1.
The result is that control input Cp'
changes to 1 and the voltage level at the
power line decreases from 5V to 2.5V.
If FET Pb is stuck-on, the voltage level at
node U will follow the voltage decrease
at the power line. This intermediate voltage will cause the succeeding inverting
buffer to draw a very large current from
its power supply-a leakage current that
can be detected by a current monitor.
By similarly stressing the voltage level at
the ground line, a stuck-on fault at any
blocking FET Nb can be detected.
Although we use current-monitoring
techniques to detect stuck-on faults in
the additional circuitry, this application
differs from the technique of Malaiya
and Su". Because only four patterns
are applied to the circuit to test for the
stuck-on faults, this process is not as
time consuming as monitoring current
throughout the entire functional testing
period, which these authors propose.
S

witch-level ATPG programs
are limited in their ability to
produce tests for CMOS
stuck-open and stuck-on
faults. As an alternative, we
have proposed two design techniques
to enhance the testability of CMOS

combinational circuits.
These techniques consist of implementing combinational circuits with
specially designed gates, called SOFT
IEEE DESIGN & TEST

gates, and inserting an inverting buffer
after every SOFT gate with a nonprimary output. The result is a fullytestable combinational circuit. A
three-pattern test scheme can then be
used to detect the switch-level faults in
this circuit structure. This scheme is
summarized as follows:

open faults exist in testing CMOS combinational circuits (Turner et al. have
reported that switch-level faults do not
occur in their CMOS process18), the
design techniques presented here offer
a straightforward means of ensuring
complete coverage of CMOS switchlevel faults. 1

1. Extract a gate-level model of the
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